Stairwell doors sometimes require controlled access to various floors within the building, while ensuring safe egress in the event of an emergency. The AD-400-993 exit trim can be used to upgrade existing Von Duprin 22/22F, 98/99 and 98/99XP, as well as Falcon® 25 Rim exit devices to networked access control.

The AD Series was designed to be adaptable, and provide an easy and cost-effective way to migrate to newer credential technologies if requirements change in the future. Reader and communication modules can be upgraded without taking the lock off the door.

**Featured products**

1. Schlage AD-400-993R wireless exit trim
2. Schlage PIM400-485 panel interface module* (not shown)
3. Von Duprin RX-LC 99 rim fire-rated exit device
4. aptiQ™ smart cards

* See AD Series access control alliances info for specific integration details.

**Ideal for**

- Office buildings
- Commercial buildings
- Industrial buildings